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The following hypothesis was observed during the course of this
study: Assuming you have a thirteen year old violin student who
has had five years of private study, using a major work from the
standard violin literature, how do history, melodic, thematic,
harmonic, rhythmic, and compositional devices relate to a child's
perception of music?
Also, I found it necessary to research existing teaching
methods and interview professional musicians and educators in order
to get several perspectives on this subject.
i
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Equating and Inquiring Music
.
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart was born to Leopold and Anna Maria
1
He was the second of seven children to survive.Mozart in 1756.
He had an older sister, Marianne, who later became a brilliant
2
pianist. Mozar~ began clavier lessons at age three, and at
3-4
age six he completed his first composition.
5
Mozart's first trip was to Munich, Germany in 1162. His
first Italian tour was from December 13, 1769 to Maunday Thursday
in 1771. It included Milan, Florence, Bologna, Rome, Parma,
6
Cremona, Naples, Verona, and Venice.
7
stayed in Salzburg.
From 1773 to 1777 he
8
In 1778 Mozart and his mother went to Paris.
In Paris his Symphony in D Ma~or, k.297 was performed, and in
9-10
July his mother died.
.
Mozart returned to Salzburg in 1779
11
and composed several instrumental and sacred pieces. He married
12
Constance Weber in 1782, much to his father's disapproval.
Mozart suffered financial troubles constantly, and in 1791 he be-
13
gan to compose commissioned works. In the Spring of 1791 he
14
wrote La Clemenza di Tito, Die Zauberflote, and the Requiem.
Mozart's last Italian opera was La Clemenza di Tito, and his final
completed work which was entered in his thematic notebook was en-
15
titled Little Masonic Cantata, k.623, dated November 15, 1791.
16
Mozart died on December 5, 1791, at 12:55 a.m.
Mozart composed symphonies, operas, masses, piano pieces,
concertos for various instruments, songs and arias, divertimenti,
17
sonatas, and a variety of chamber music. In fact, by 'January 27,
1774, he had completed thirteen short pieces for harpsichord such
.
as minuets, variations, and fugues; 23 sonatas for harpsichord
and violin; five concertos for harpsichord; one concerto for t
.
violins; five sonatas for organ; sixteen quartets and two quin
20 pieces of sacred music such as motets, psalms, litanies, an
offeratories; 23 songs, lieder, and concert arias; 81 short
symphonic pieces, ten longer pieces such as divertimenti and
serenades; 34 symphonies, nine masses; three oratorios, and s18
operatic works numbering fourteen acts in their entirety.
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart's life was very productive and in
fluentual, even though it was very short. His life was full
turmoil and he was constantly exploited. It is thought that
was not Salieri or the Requiem which killed him, but rather,19




Corner of room in which MOZllrt was born.
From a PhotograPh by R. Tomaselli, Salzburg.
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19 Moun's autograph sketches for a Piano Conceno (Kochc:l,EinStein 467a), c.
































































1. The melody in Theme 1 is very rhythmic in nature.
4It 2. The melody in Theme 2 is more lyrical in nature.
3. In the development section, both of the themes return. However,
the keys are very unstable.
4. In the recapitulation, the first theme is in the tonic (G). The
second theme remains l.n the tonic, whereas it was in the domi-
nant (D) in the exposition.
Compositional devices
1. Scalar passages, arpeggiated and stacked thirds are used.
2. Hammerstrokes and orchestral unisons are used.
3. Ornamentations such as turns, trills, and grace notes are used.
4. The chromaticism used is both melodically and harmonically.




















a. l/bar 157 measures=69.5%
b. 2/bar 52 measures=23%
c. 3/bar 2 measures=.9%
d. 4/bar 15 measures= 6.6%
.
2. Characteristics
a. Transition and development sections the harmonic rhythm
creases (measures 95-105 and 106-155).
b. At certain cadence points the harmonic rhythm changes t
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by Bach and by
1776 was a time of
However, Mozart turned away
from "gallant" music and wrote a large
22
number of sacred pieces.
23
or style of music.Mozart could adopt or imitate any kind His
counterpoint varied from homophony, "concertante style," polyphony,
24
and fugues. His choice of keys included E-flat, A, D, C, F, and
25
G, in major and minor. Techniques such as ornamention, hammer-
strokes, and orchestral unisons, all of which were used in the
concerto, were the fashion of his time. Many of the phrasal and




1. The Suzuki method is an approach in applied psychology that
26
has implications for general learning beyond string instruction.
2. The key elements are that the parents function as a teacher, the
child learns by rote for an extended period of time, accepts the
violin as a natural part of family life, learns from listening
to recordings, and is involved physically, intellectually, and
27
emotionally in the total learning process.
Bornoff
1. Beginners work from two books simultaneously. One book is for
28
technique and the other is for solo literature.
2. Before the books are introduced, the student uses various bow
29





1. Physical health is of first importance.
2. Children should not be allowed to practice alone for the first
31
two or three months.
323. Effective ear training and rhythmic perception must be learned.
4. Certain exercises to improve general physical condition and
strengthen particular patrs of the body are a must for the
33
serious student.
5. After the proper holding positions are obtained, explain that
the strings are tuned in perfect fifths and that fingering
34
intervals are the same in all uositions.
Rolland
1. Violin fundamentals include: holding the bow; silent bow exer-
.
cises; holding the violin; posture; bow balance; whole-bow
stroke; tone quality, contact point, even division; string
level, string crossing; position of left hand, fingers, and
thumb; finger motion; bowing patterns, finger patterns; ad-
vanced bowing; first shifting; tone quality-intonation;
35
spiccato.
2. The intermediate/advanced level includes: advanced shifting;
straight bowing-rounded bowing; bow pressure, leverage; tone
quality-physical factors; contact point; speed of the bow;
bow pressure; tension of the stroke; slanting of the bow; arti-
culation, left hand; bow articulation; vibrato; adjustments
36
and accessories of the instrument.
~lesch
.





2. Practice as a means of learning. .
a. Isolate and solve each technical problem.
4It b. Choose a mode of practice which will add difficulties.
c. All technical difficulties should be practiced slowly.
Conclusion
The performers which I interviewed all use, to an extent, some
type of analysis when learning a piece. Some use melodic/thematic
analysis in order to determine phrasing and bowing. Others use
harmonic analysis to aid in phrasing and emphasizing certain notes
I
or passages.
All of the music educators ~were interviewed use analysis
as an aid to interpretation. Before their students ever read a
piece of music, the teachers do a complete analysis of the piece
in order to know the melody (and who has it), phrasing, themes,
4It
and harmony, just to name a few.
Clearly, then, the professional musicians and educators have a
great need for their knowledge of analysis and history. More
importantly, it is crucial for the students of music to recognize
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